[http://]

updated OPS-1843:

Attachment: mit_abuse_details.xlsx

OK, on 09/25-26:

-IP=18.55.6.215
-Start = 25-SEP-10 05:06:49.109524 PM
-End = 26-SEP-10 04:24:54.297995 AM
-Total Sessions = 1,256,249
-Total Articles Downloaded = 453,570 (!!!)
-Total Journals Affected = 562 (total for 10/09 incident = 714. though far fewer articles downloaded, as noted above)

The details (including # articles downloaded/journal, and % of total) for both incidents (9/25 and 10/09) are in the attached workbook (one tab for each).

[lemme know if we need anything else!]

[Quantify MIT Abuse Cases]

> Key: OPS-1843
> URL: [http://]
> Project: Operations
> Issue Type: Task
> Reporter: [here]
> Assignee: [here]
> Priority: Urgent
> Attachments: mit_abuse_details.xlsx

[is requesting a summary of both recent MIT abuse incidents to include...]
> Start / Stop times
> # of articles downloaded
> IPs of origin
> affects on servers
> ...any other relevant information as needed.

--
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